Coloring

Oh no! The crayons are lost, AND they’ve forgotten what color they should be! Color these crayons in to help them out.
Crayon Word Search

BLACK GREEN PURPLE
RED YELLOW WHITE BLUE
ORANGE PINK
Draw With Weird Colors

Oh no! Some of the crayons aren't happy about always being used to color the same things. Try drawing a picture and using unusual colors — maybe a yellow sky, a black beach ball, a pink tree. What else can you think of?
Crayon Maze

The crayons have gotten lost! Help Duncan find them so he can put them back in his crayon box.
Connect the Dots

Connect the dots with a different color crayon to see all of the crayons below!
Connect the dots

Yellow and Orange have melted together and they can no longer tell who's who! Help them out by connecting the dots and coloring them in.
Spot the difference
Can you spot all seven differences between these two pictures?